
Interactive Language Teaching
Edited byWILGAM. RIVERS
A collection of essays by a distinguished group of innovative teachers and writers
offering suggestions for:
• imaginative activities for listening, speaking, reading, writing and testing
• the use of poetry, song and drama
• how to perform grammar rules rather than recite them.
Teachers of any language will find in this volume a wealth of original and practical
ideas for the classroom.

Cambridge Language Teaching Library
0521322162 Hardcovers
052131108 X Paperback

Self-instruction in Language Teaching
LESLIE DICKINSON
This book explores the many ways in which teachers can help their students to
become more independent in their language learning. A series of case studies is
presented, and there is a discussion of practical issues, such as
• selecting and designing materials for self-instruction
• preparing learners and teachers for self-instruction
• helping learners to take part in assessing their own learning
Teachers can use the examples given in the book directly, or adapt them to their
own situation
'... an extremely clear and easily assimilated over-view of a field that has so far not
been greatly explored or exploited.'

Modern English Teacher

New Directions in Language Teaching

0521266009 Hardcovers
0 52131967 6 Paperback

Principles of Course Design for
Language Teaching
JANICE YALDEN
This book provides a contemporary view of second language course design and
serves as a practical manual for the preparation of course materials
• outlines theoretical issues relevant to language teachers today
• offers practical suggestions on how teachers can devise classroom procedures

and materials that best fit the linguistic and communicative needs of their learners
• contains three complete case studies of courses that the author and her

colleagues have developed.

New Directions in Language Teaching

0521309891 Hardcovers
0 521312213 Paperback

For further information on all Cambridge ELT publications, please contact
Claire Stanfleld, ELT Publicity Controller,
Cambridge University Press, The Edinburgh Building, Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge CB2 2RU.
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MULTICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT
Editor: Derrick Sharp Review Editor: Colin Williams
Editorial Board:
Adebisi Afolayan, H. Baetens Beardsmore, W. Butzkamm, Maurice Craft,
Jim Cummins, Carl J. Dodson, Carol M. Eastman, John Edwards, Howard
Giles, Francois Grosjean, Jagdish S. Gundara, Gottfried Kolde, Mildred
L Larson, Christer Lauren, P. H. Nelde, John Platt, Miguel Siguan,
T. Skutnabb-Kangas, Alan Thomas.

This journal publishes articles on the many aspects of multi-
lingualism and multicultural ism. From the beginning it has aimed
to range widely in all ways, covering, for example, contributions to
theory, reports of research studies, descriptions of educational
policies and systems, and accounts of teaching or learning strate-
gies and assessment procedures. We are most concerned about
the benefits and disadvantages of learning two or more languages
from early childhood, the rights and obligations of minorities and
the value to a community of an interaction between cultures.

Our experience so far indicates that there is a rich vein of high
quality papers in all corners of the world, and a corresponding,
committed readership involved actively in the opportunities, diffi-
culties and challenges of bilingual, multilingual and multicultural
communities. It is clearthat a great deal of very good work is going
on in many quarters. One prime function of the Journal of Multi-
lingual and Multicultural Development is to disseminate views
and experiences as widely as possible. The articles are supported
in this task by sections which give short reports of works in pro-
gress, book reviews and letters from readers.

Volume 9 (1988) 6 issues Libraries £54.00 (US$105.00)
Individuals £18.00 (US$35.00) Students £9.00 (US$18.00)

Payment may be made by
ACCESS/MASTERCARD/EUROCARD/AMERICAN EXPRESS/DINER'S CARD

MULTILINGUAL MATTERS LTD.
Bank House, 8a Hill Road,
Clevedon, Avon, England, BS21 7HH. \
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